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ABSTRACT The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX),
to be located at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, will
be a steady-state, high-performance fusion machine. It
will use hydrogen fuel during its original operation,
deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fuel for an extended
intermediate period of time and then a limited number of
runs using deuterium-tritium (D-T) fuel. The D-D
operations will generate neutron fluxes that will activate
materials of the vacuum vessel. From that point on, the
resulting ionizing radiation, which will continue to
increase, particularly during D-T operation, will prevent
personnel access into the vessel to perform either
scheduled or unscheduled maintenance activities. All
activities performed within the vacuum vessel must be
accomplished using remote means. TPX has taken a new
approach for remote maintenance of the components
within the vacuum vessel. This document describes the
system that is being developed.

INTRODUCTION

On the basis of past experience, recurrent failures
of components within the vacuum vessel are to be
expected. Rapid in-vessel maintenance capability will
enhance machine availability. Only two of the operating
tokamaks in the world today - the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor (TFTR) and the Joint European Torus (JET) -
were designed to allow maintenance tasks within the
vacuum vessel to be performed remotely. Both of these
machines maneuver an articulated boom equipped with
appropriate end-effectors through a horizontal port into
the vessel to perform maintenance activities. This type of
system has been demonstrated to provide an effective
means for a remote maintenance in the vessel, but the
system is slow. The net effect is to extend maintenance
time, thus reducing overall machine availability.
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The largest increment of time is used to deploy
the articulated boom through the port and around the
vessel to the point of interest. Each transfer of a
component or tool into or out of the vessel requires
moving the boom into and out of the vessel. The system
that has been developed for TPX attempts to overcome
this deficiency by significantly reducing the transfer time,
thereby reducing the overall maintenance time.1

MAINTENANCE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A cross section of the overall TPX machine is
shown in Fig. 1. There must be the capability for remote
replacement of all of the components in the vacuum
vessel. The divertors and their associated coolant piping
are expected to be replaced on 6- to 12-month intervals.
Replacement capability must also be in place for the other
components, expected to last the lifetime of the machine,
in the event of an unexpected failure.

A review of the maintenance tasks to be
performed in the vessel indicated the need for a remote
handling system with strength (to handle divertor modules
weighing several hundred pounds) and flexibility and
dexterity (for dealing with fasteners and connectors for
passive stabilization plates and first wall tiles). Also, in
keeping with the desire to reduce maintenance times, the
system needed to deploy and perform the basic transfer
operations quickly.

TPX has developed Ihe concept of an in-vessel
remote handling system that is deployed through a
horizontal port onto a set of permanently installed rails
that run toroidally around the inside of the vessel (see Fig.
2). Once deployed, the system can travel around the
vessel with relative ease, and the transfer manipulator that
is used to deploy the in-vessel system can then serve to
supply tools and components to the in-vessel system and
remove failed equipment to a shielded transfer container
on the outside. This approach should prove to be much
more effective in dealing with scheduled or unscheduled
maintenance tasks in the vessel.
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IN-VESSEL MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Two permanently installed titanium rails are
provided in the outboard region of the vessel, one below
and one above the horizontal ports. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, the rails are recessed in the passive stabilization
plates to provide the rails some degree of protection from
the ptasma. Electrical breaks in the rails will also be
necessary.

The in-vessel remote handling system , as shown
in Fig. 3, is composed of two independent vehicles that
will traverse the inside of the tokamak, each carrying one
manipulator arm. To provide manipulator coverage to
both the top and bottom divertor modules, the arms are
traversed by a vertical carriage on the vehicle. The
present concept calls for one arm to be a dexterous seven
degree-of-freedom arm with force feedback and one to be
a power arm having 300- to 400-pound capacity. The two
can be brought to bear on a single problem or work
independently in two different areas in the vessel. Each
of the vehicles is also equipped with a second vertically
running carriage used in the removal and replacement of
divertor modules. A fixture or divertor module
attachment device is positioned between the vertical
carriages of the two vehicles. This, in effect, locks the
two vehicles together as they prepare to remove a divertor
module. The vertical carriages are lowered (or raised),
and an attachment device is secured to the divertor
module to be replaced. The divertor module fasteners are
disengaged using the manipulators, and the module is
raised (or lowered) by the vertical carriages until the
module is at the plane of the horizontal ports. In this
position, the module is suspended between the vehicles,
ready for (cansfer within the vessel. The vehicles move
around .'he vessel to the maintenance port, where the
transfer manipulator removes the module from the vessel.

TRANSFER MANIPULATOR

The primary functions of the transfer
manipulator, as shown in Fig. 4, are twofold: to deploy
the in-vessel vehicles onto the iaiis and to make transfers
to and from the in-vesre! systems to the test cell area. To
make the transfer of a vehicle from the test cell into the
vessel, the vehicle is attached to the end of the telescoping
boom of the transfer manipulator, maneuvered through the
maintenance port, and placed on the rails in the vessel.
The space constraints inside the vessel require a
compound motion of the vehicle to position it on the rails.
This is accomplished by a pitch-yaw motion at the end of
the telescoping boom. Once the vehicle is deployed into
the vessel, the transfer manipulator becomes the means to
move components between the vehicle and the test cell.
Activated components coming from the vessel are placed
in a shielded container incorporated into the structural
framework of the transfer manipulator. These
components are transferred from the test cell to the hot
cell in this shielded container.

A secondary function of the transfer manipulator
is to provide a backup method for retrieving a disabled
vehicle in the vessel, the primary method being the
retrieval of one vehicle by the other. The telescoping
boom of the transfer manipulator may also be equipped
with dexterous or powerarm manipulators to provide
remote maintenance capability in the immediate port area
of the vessel, particularly the area behind the passive
stabilization plates that is occupied by coolant piping.
The transfer manipulator can be positioned at any of the
horizontal ports once other equipment is moved to give
complete remote handling coverage in the vessel.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of the in-vessel remote handling
system that has been generated for TPX has several
advantages over an articulated boom. Maintenance task
times in the vessel should be reduced, providing
improved machine availability: transfers of components
into and out of the vessel should be simpler; and
retrievability of a disabled in-vessel remote handling
device should become more straightforward with the
availability of the transfer manipulator. Challenges that
must be met to realize these benefits include reliable
deployment of the vehicles onto the in-vessel rails and
cable management to the two vehicles. TPX will continue
to develop this in-vessel remote maintenance approach to
simplify remote operations and to enhance machine
availability.
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